Significance of the site of premature excitation for the left and right ventricular performance in open chest dogs.
The haemodynamic response to premature excitation was studied in open-chest dog hearts. Intraventricular pressure, dP/dt and outflow rate of the left and right heart (5 experiments each) were compared at variable preextrasystolic intervals and with the stimulation at three different sites (left ventricle--LV apex and base, right ventricle--RV free wall). In both ventricles and at any driving interval the reduction of all extrasystolic parameters is significantly more pronounced on ipsilateral stimulation. This reduction is apparent even at the fusion interval, demonstrating the importance of normal spread of excitation. The differences between apex and base stimulation are, however, only insignificant. The outflow valves opening interval greatly differs in aorta and pulmonary artery, namely if LV is stimulated, which results in a considerable disproportion between LV and RV extrasystolic stroke volumes. The extrasystolic augmentation is revealed by all parameters in the right heart but is surprisingly absent in the peak pressure and relaxation rate (dP/dt) in the LV.